
Mouth and nose cover “HaMuNa® Care” 

Virus and bacterial infections are often transmitted from a sick person to a healthy person by 
spread droplets. They are dissolved from the mucous membranes when speaking, sneezing, or 
coughing and distributed in the close vicinity. However, if these droplets are immediately absorbed 
by an absorbent paper in front of the mouth and nose, the risk of infection for other people is 
reduced.

Hahnemühle, an expert in high-quality filter papers, offers a perfectly aligned covering for the mouth 
and nose. HaMuNa® Care is gentle to the skin and can be used anywhere, e.g. on public transport, 
in supermarkets, waiting rooms and public buildings. It gives a sense of security if a normal 
mask is not available as in schools, shops, etc. As a barrier, it prevents people passing 
the infection through coughing and corresponds to hygienic behaviour in the case of an 
infectious disease. It is designed for short-term use. 
A special feature of the ergonomically flexible mouth and nose protection is the  
absence of plastic and fleece materials and its sustainability and environmentally friendly 
disposal. HaMuNa® Care is a registered trademark. A patent has been applied for material and 
design.

HaMuNa® Care

Ref-No.: 52522700

Please note that these mouth and nose covers are not medical protective masks and there are no certifications 
for this nor do they correspond to an FFP classification.

Hahnemühle FineArt GmbH
Hahnestraße 5, 37586 Dassel, Germany

www.hahnemuehle.com
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About Hahnemühle
As a global company, Hahnemühle concentrates not only on the standard range for the laboratory, but also on the production of customized 
filter papers for industrial applications. Together with customers, it constantly develops new products that are traded at the highest level in the 
global market. With constantly evolving production processes and strategic partnerships with selective expertise, we serve our customers with 
new products whose reproducible quality can give our customers a head start.

Can be individually printed 
and painted!

Price € 0.95 per piece net + VAT. Minimum 
purchase 2 packs of 200 pieces

Dispenser
€ 45.00 net package + VAT.
Pack of 200 disposable mouth and nose covers

Stand display for 6 dispensers
€ 35,00 / piece net + VAT.

Hahnemühle offers HaMuNa® Care at cost price, to make 
a contribution for a rapid containment of the pandemic 
and fulfilling its social responsibility.

Features:

 · Cheap mouth and nose cover
 · Reusable
 · Absorbent paper
 · Environmentally friendly, 100% natural raw materials
 · Made without waste paper or synthetics
 · No inhalation of microplastic or fleece particles

 · Easy to use
 · Flexible adaptation to the head shape
 · Comfortable to wear
 · Foodstuffs compatible
 · Disposable in an environmentally friendly manner
 · As a back-up in public places


